2003 Craft & Design
Higher – Paper 1
Finalised Marking Instructions

Craft and Design 2003
Higher
Marking Scheme
MARKERS TO NOTE: ✓ and ✗ only in the script. Sub-totals at the end of the question section,
then question total to be entered and circled in the marker column. Question numbers and question
totals are to be entered on the grid at the back of the candidate script. The marker number and script
total must be written on the front of the script.
1. (a)

Preparation of specification – Marketing specialist, sales specialist,
Design development – engineers (e.g. electronic, materials etc), marketing specialist
Planning for manufacture – Production engineer, materials and component suppliers
Design specialist is not accepted. Any spurious answers are unacceptable. Client cannot
be accepted as they are not a specialist in the process. Another designer can be accepted
as can an ergonomist and model maker in the design development stage.
1 mark for one correct specialist name for each stage. Total 3 marks.

(b)

The marketing specialist would provide information on current market trends e.g.
fashionable colours, etc. He/she would conduct surveys to find out the likes and dislikes
of the consumers a feed the back to the designer for inclusion into the spec. Sales
specialists would provide similar information to the marketing specialist. Their first hand
knowledge of what sells and what doesn’t would be invaluable at the early stages of
product development.
During design development the designer may seek detailed technical information about
the product such as electronic component layouts, materials properties etc. Engineers
would provide this information and be responsible for these aspects of the design.
Marketing specialists may also be called on at the development stage to provide feedback
on potential concepts and suggest which ones were suitable for further development.
Production engineers would be responsible for planning the manufacture of the product.
They would decide the order in which the parts are manufactured and assembled and the
processes that are used. Materials and component suppliers would ensure that the correct
materials and components are supplied at the correct time to ensure that the production
process runs smoothly.
If wrong specialist is given above candidates can still be awarded marks for a correct
description of the specialist in this section. However, made up specialists will not attract
marks.
The role of at least one specialist at each stage should be described for one mark per
stage to a total of 3 marks. Candidates should not name or describe the same specialist
more than once.
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2.

(a)

Anthropometrics is an important aspect of product design because it concerns designing a
product so that all parts which we come into contact with are of an appropriate size.
Therefore switches, handles etc should be designed so that they are comfortable, easy to
operate or hold for as many users as possible. A product that is designed in this way will
be easy, comfortable and safe to use. These factors will contribute to its success in the
marketplace.
A very brief description with little justification or example only to given 1 mark.
1 mark for each valid point up to a total of 2 marks.

(b)

(i)

The 95th percentile male measurement would be chosen for the switch as it should
be big enough for all users. A small user would still be able to press a long switch
but not vice versa for a large user. 95th %le with good reasons is also acceptable (eg
no mention of male).

(ii)

The 50th percentile (accept male or female) would be suitable for the handle as it is
midway between the largest and smallest users so would fit most users. 5th %le will
be awarded no marks but correct justification can attract 1 mark for reasoning. 50th
%le and good justification can attract full marks. 95th %le with a justification is
unacceptable.

1 mark for a correct percentile and 1 mark for a valid reason for the answer. Alternative
answers should be credited only with valid reasoning and at the professional judgment of
the marker. Total 4 marks.
(c)

Other possible methods include; Measuring existing, similar products, making scale
models and testing on a range of users. Don’t accept ‘a survey’ unless a detailed
description is given.
1 mark for 1 valid answer.
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3.

(a)

Blow Moulding. Is the process of shaping a heat-softened sheet of thermoplastic by
forcing it into a mould using compressed air that enters the mould via a narrow inlet.
Blow moulding is a fast process with very little waste and is highly automated.

1 mark is awarded for each valid point up to a maximum of 3 for each part of the process.
If a clear diagram is produced, such as the ones above then the candidate may be
awarded up to 1 mark for each part of the process. Full marks can be awarded only for
text and diagrams. Text only 2 marks maximum. Diagrams only 2 marks maximum.
(b).

Low density polythene: Soft, flexible and available in a variety of colours
Polypropolyene: Light, hard, impact resistant and can be sterilized.
Accept PET. Properties: do not accept watertight, waterproof or any others that are not
specific with regard to the properties of the material and its use in this scenario. Any
thermosetting plastic will not attract marks and the justification is not acceptable.
Statements such as ‘strong’ (glass is ‘strong’ but not impact – resistant) will not be
allocated marks but ‘impact – resistant’ will be awarded marks. NOTE the difference
between this question and Q5.
A mark for naming the plastic. 1 mark for each valid property up to a maximum of 2.
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4.

Product example: The Dyson Vacuum Cleaner. The aesthetics of the Dyson vacuum
cleaner have been strongly influenced by colour and form. The original models had a
contrasting grey and yellow colour scheme and gave the product a very industrial look
as these are similar colours used on diggers and other industrial machinery. The form is
again very industrial and hard looking as the designer has not tried to hide the pipes and
ducts in the cleaner but has instead made a feature of them.
Examples alluding to fashion trends are enough for 1 mark.
1 mark for each point which correctly describes the aesthetic factors chosen to a total of
2 marks per factor. Candidates must demonstrate an understanding of each factor using
terms such as contrast, harmony, dynamic etc. When writing about form, descriptive
words such as bulky, light, organic etc should be used. References such as ‘this makes the
design look modern’ should not attract marks unless backed up with clear reasoning as
the statement is subjective and shows no understanding of that particular factor.

5.

(a)

The beech spatula would be made by first using a jig or template to cut the outline shape
of it. The curve would be achieved through steaming the beech and clamping it in a
shaped jig. CNC routers could also be used to cut the outline shape.
The stainless steel spatula would first be pierced and blanked using a punch and die. The
3D shape would then be achieved either in a folding machine or by press forming.
The melamine spatula would be manufactured by compression moulding. Thermoplastic
dough is placed in a heated mould that is then closed and subjected to high pressure. Once
the plastic has cured the mould is opened and the spatula removed.
Stating and describing the wrong process cannot attract marks. The question asks to
describe a suitable mass-production technique. A good description of forging can be
given 2 marks. 1 mark can be awarded for spot welding with an explanation of how it is
used in the process.
2 marks are awarded for a description of one valid method of production for one of the
spatulas. Candidates must describe at least two stages of the process for full marks.

(b)

Heat resistance would be important as the spatula could be left in a hot frying pan.
Stainless steel would be particularly suited because it will withstand high temperatures.
Ease of manufacture would be important if the product were to be mass-produced as large
quantities could be made cheaply and easily. Melamine would be suited as it can be
compression moulded. Heat insulation would be important because the user would not
wish to burn their hand if the spatula were to be left in a hot pan. Melamine and beech
would be particularly suited to this property.
Must refer to properties of materials.
ACCEPTABLE:
Heat resistant; Durable; Hard wearing; Ease of Manufacture;
Hygienic; Resistant to corrosion.
UNACCEPTABLE: Easy to clean (because ridges and holes are not easy to clean);
Water resistant; Lightweight.
Cheap and ‘look good’ is not a property. Materials can be cheap it
is the process that increases the cost.
1 mark awarded for naming a suitable property and 1 mark for justifying its relevance to
this application. Total 6 marks.
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6.

(a)

The materials used should also be chosen with care as the holder will be in a wet
environment so any material chosen should be resistant to this or protected in some way.
The holder will also be frequently covered in toothpaste and frequently cleaned using
common household cleaning products so the materials should not be easily damaged or
stained by such substances. The chosen materials will have an effect on the aesthetics of
the product e.g. stainless steel for a contemporary look etc therefore current trends will
have to be researched so that the design does not look out of place.

(b)

As the product will be frequently covered in toothpaste it will have to be cleaned
regularly. For this reason it will be necessary to ensure that there are no ‘dirt trap’ in the
product that would make this job difficult. The designer should consider a simple form
with few or no tight corners that would attract dirt. The materials and finishes chosen
would also have an influence on ease of maintenance.

(c)

Fitness for purpose is important because the holder must hold an appropriate number of
toothbrushes. The designer could find this out by surveying the target market. The size
and shape of the toothbrushes and toothpaste tubes would also have to be taken into
account. Spacing between the brushes should be considered for hygiene reasons. Marks
should be given only if a quantity of brushes or sizes, shapes of handles, types of brushes
or other accessories applicable to mouth hygiene are given in the discourse.

(d)

Economics is important because the product will be in a competitive marketplace.
Consumers will often choose a product such as this on price and therefore it will have to
be made cheaply. Materials, processes and assembly methods will have to reflect this.
The manufacturer may also want the initial tooling and design costs recovered during the
first year of production and these costs will also have to be absorbed into the price of the
product.
1 mark for each valid issue that is raised and 1 mark for a justification of its importance.
Candidates can be given 2 marks for simply raising 2 important issues. A maximum of 2
marks for each design factor. Total 8 marks.
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7.

(a)

Sand Casting

Die Casting

Full marks to be awarded for diagrams that illustrate fully the correct processes. For
example, in sand casting, the main annotated elements such as the pattern, sprue pins,
cope and drag would attract full marks. Text only can be awarded a maximum of 2
marks. Diagrams only can be awarded a maximum of 2 marks.
(b)

Sand casting: engine parts, tools and decorative products etc.
Sand Casting would be used when the products required are relatively cheap and easily
produced. Surface finish would not be a priority and the process would only be used for
products that do not require complex shapes. Answers must be specific to process and
linked to part (a) of the question. The product must be appropriate for the processes of
die casting and sand casting. Describing products and processes not associated with
either of these processes cannot be awarded marks.

1 mark for an example of each process. 1 mark for each explanation of suitability linked
to each process. Total of 2 marks
(c)

Die Casting: Toy cars, military models, car parts, camera bodies etc.
Die Casting would be used where large numbers of high quality castings need to be
manufactured. Die Casting is suitable for mass production and for products that require
accuracy of shape, size and surface finish. Answers must be specific to process and
linked to part (a) of the question. The product must be appropriate for the processes of
die casting and sand casting. Describing products and processes not associated with
either of these processes cannot be awarded marks.
1 mark for an example of each process. 1 mark for each explanation of suitability linked
to each process. 2 marks in total.
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8.

(a)

Any appropriate brief description that alludes to fitness for purpose/function or any other
acceptable factor in the arrangements documents – ease of use; ergonomics; texture; size
of buttons; screen; numbers; length of phones; symbols; position of parts; sound range;
range of transmission signal; software additions are acceptable. Please score out
references to ;Fashion; Technological Opportunity; Consumer demand; Social Behaviour’
in the marking instructions as these do not refer to ‘functional’ factors. Any other factor
mentioned in the arrangement document. All factors may be awarded marks if the
candidate has shown good reasoning and sound argument with relation to the product and
its functional factors. Ease of maintenance eg changing batteries is also acceptable.
Markers are asked to use their professional discretion when marking the candidates’
answer. 2 marks to be awarded for two or more relevant factors given by the candidate. If
a candidate has only given one factor they can only be awarded one mark.

(b)

Product designers must consider how long the product should last and under what
conditions the product will be used. Therefore designers and manufacturers have to find a
balance between profit, value for money, durability and at the same time satisfy the
customers desire to own the latest most fashionable products. This is called building in
obsolescence or designing a product to last for a set period of time.
Marks awarded for clear understanding to a maximum of 3.

(c)

(i)

Environment: Answers must relate to any from aesthetic, pollution or physical and
social aspects. The disposability of the phone and increasing market has a great
impact upon the environment. Noise pollution and other physical and social impact
on others in society and the user themselves, pollution created by the manufacture,
use and/or disposal of the product at the end of its life and the safety aspects
associated with using these phones in public all have environmental consequences.
The designer must also take into consideration the various legislation and controls
decreed by a wide variety of countries.

(ii)

Consumer: Answers must relate to consumer demand, market niche and fashion.
Consumers may demand a product. This market pull is usually identified through
market research. The consumer may demand that a product be constantly updated
with regard to fashion, aesthetic considerations or through technological advances.
This has implications for the consumer in that the market choice becomes
increasingly diverse and bewildering. The consumer can be overwhelmed by
diversity and innovation. Planned obsolescence may mean that consumers change
product more quickly than before thus impacting on aspects such as pollution,
costs, profits and innovation.

(iii) Manufacturer: Increasing market fragmentation and product diversity means that
the manufacturer must respond more quickly to changing fashions and fads. This
means that each product has a decreased shelf life and manufacturers must make
sure that their products remain competitive. This shortened planned obsolescence
means that costs to the consumer are driven downward therefore each product
produced must sell in greater numbers to justify R&D costs.
1 mark for each valid and explained point to a maximum of 3.
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9.

(a)

Workforce: The primary implication regarding the workforce is loss of jobs on a large
scale. Less manual/traditionally skilled workers will be required. The new workers will
have to be highly skilled and trained and therefore attract larger salaries and better
conditions of service. Contracts may be of a less permanent nature.

(b)

Manufacturer: The manufacturer will have to weigh up many cost considerations. The
new technology will cost more initially with regard to setting up and purchasing
machinery and training costs will increase. However, they will have a greater degree of
flexibility regarding market supply, quality control, component/product design and
employment/staffing.

(c)

Consumer: The consumer will be able to have a product that has a more consistent
quality, greater choice regarding technological innovation and cheaper end products.

(d)

Quality control: It will be easier to monitor and guarantee the consistency of a product
using CAM/CNC machinery. All products produced will have components and tolerances
of a higher quality and consistency than could be achieved by traditional manual
manufacturing.

(e)

Cost of production: Initial restructuring of the workforce, set up costs and retraining will
mean extensive investment by the company. However, these costs will be off set in the
medium to long term through increased production rates, guaranteed quality control,
reduction of waste and staffing overheads.
Bullet point answers are not allocated marks. Mentioning a point without explanation = 0
marks. Candidates must explain and give qualified statements. An extended answer is
required to justify marks. Just stating ‘loss of job’ would not be enough to achieve a
mark.
1 mark for each valid and explained point.
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10.

For this section candidates should touch briefly upon the answers given below. These answers
are more detailed than required, but give markers an idea of the kind of areas that should be
covered by a candidates’ answer to the question.
(a)

Stage 2 is defined as the period of rapid growth and greatest investment. This is due,
mainly to a growing market that has possible little competition (e.g. the first Sony
Walkman). Product growth is directly related to a lack of competition, technological
advancement and the ‘X’ factor of the new product in the market place. These factors
help to create consumer interest and aspirations in the market place.
By Stage 3 the product is fully established but will begin to face competition from other
similar products vying for a share of the market. Sales may still rise during this ‘cash
cow’ stage but costs in selling the product will also increase. The presence of additional
competition will necessitate increased expenditure in advertising to retain market share
and consumer awareness. There may also be a price reduction in the face of competitive
price pressure to maintain the customer base.
During Stage 4 more competitors enter the market, attracted by the profits being made in
the market. By this stage supply of goods outstrip demand creating market saturation.
Competition becomes increasingly fierce, prices are further reduced and, whilst there is
still consumer interest and a need for the product, both sales and profit enter decline.
Technological innovation by manufacturing competitors is also acceptable.
1 mark allocated for a brief description of each stage that touches on the exemplars given
above. Candidates may use a product to expand and clarify their answers.

(b)

Any three descriptions from: Pricing reductions, product redesign, product development,
diversification of product range, point-of-sale promotions, associated product
developments and/or associations such as product free if a service contract is purchased
or any other acceptable answer.
1 mark allocated for a brief description of each method that touches on the exemplars
given above. Candidates may use a product to expand and clarify their answers. Markers
are asked to use their professional discretion when allocating marks for this section.
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11.

(a)

A prototype is a fully working version of the final design which allows the designer to
test out all functional aspects of the product before going into production. A prototype is
used at the end of the synthesis stage (accept end of the design process).
A block model is usually made in foam or wood and can be very realistic, it is used to test
out mainly ergonomic and aesthetic aspects of the product. It is used during the
development and synthesis stages of the design process.
1 mark for a correct description of each to a maximum of 4 marks.

(b)

The production team will require:
Detailed engineering drawings of each part of the design
A parts/materials list for the product
A detailed description of the construction methods which will be used to assemble the
product.
A list of the processes and finishes to be used for each part
2 workshop type statements = 1 mark only. One workshop statement = 0 marks. A
GANTT chart is also an accepted answer in this section.
1 mark for each correct type of information stated.

(c)

There are two ways this question can be interpreted by candidates. Hence production and
planning techniques are awarded 3 marks for production and 3 marks for planning
techniques that can be awarded 6 marks. Any candidate who mentions production
techniques only can be given a maximum of 3 marks. Use of off the shelf components.
This will save on manufacturing time and overheads as the components are bought in and
only have to be assembled into the bike.
Just in time production. This involves organising the delivery of materials and parts as
and when they are needed to save on storage costs. It also means that materials are not
wasted if the design has to change.
Planning methods such as GANTT charts are used to plan out when each stage should be
started and finished and ensure that the product is manufactured in the shortest time
possible.
Others include: batch production, mass production, use of subcontractors.
1 mark for each relevant method listed and 1 mark for a correct description.
Total 6 marks.

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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